TRUST
LEARN

Print / copy onto RED paper.
An easier way to remember the Guide Law

1. A Guide is honest, reliable and can be trusted.
2. A Guide is helpful and uses her time and abilities wisely.
4. A Guide is a good friend and a sister to all Guides.
5. A Guide is polite and considerate.
6. A Guide respects all living things & takes care of the world around her.

Players need to SAY each LAW before they can move.
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FRIENDSHIP

Print / copy onto PURPLE paper.
CONSIDERATE

Print / copy onto BLUE paper.
RESPECT

Print / copy onto GREEN paper.
How to make Guide Law Twister....

You will need:
25 laminating pouches & laminator
4 sheets of Yellow A4 card / paper
4 sheets of Orange A4 card / paper
4 sheets of Red A4 card / paper
4 sheets of Purple A4 card / paper
4 sheets of Blue A4 card / paper
4 sheets of Green A4 card / paper
(buy a multipack of coloured paper!)
1 sheet of White A4 card or paper
Something to make the spinner eg. thick card or a lolly stick.

You will need to:
Print out and laminate all the pages
(except this one)
Using the duct tape stick all the word cards together into one large mat.
(Put the tape on the back of the cards!)
We found it best to arrange the coloured word cards randomly.
Print the spinner sheet onto white card. Laminate.
Cut out an arrow out of thick card and attach with a split ‘paper clip or drawing pin with a bit of card on the back. It needs to spin freely.